“Wonky Star” Block Directions
QuiltCon 2022 Community Outreach Quilt
Laura Ryle and Ruth Smith

This is basically a 9-patch block. Each block is made up of a center block, 4 pieced “Star Points” squares,
and 4 yellow and white pieced “Ray” squares. There are opportunities for improv piecing when making the
star points and the rays, so have fun!
Block sizes: 9.5”, 12.5” and 15.5” (unfinished)
Directions are given to make the block in three sizes.
For each block, you will need 1 center square, 4 Star Points, and 4 Rays.
Read through all directions before beginning!

Palette and Fabrics
Cutting directions:
For 9.5” block: cut all squares at 3.5”. Trim star points & rays to 3.5”
For 12.5” block: cut all squares at 4.5”. Trim star points & rays to 4.5”.
For 15.5” block: cut all squares at 5.5”. Trim star points & rays to 5.5”
This quilt is designed to be made using all SOLIDS from the given QuiltCon 2022 palette. The white
background we’re using is KONA WHITE (because it’s readily available). The guild will provide the
background fabric, or you may purchase your own. Please only use KONA WHITE to give our quilt
cohesion. While MQG is using Moda Bella Solids, you may choose other manufacturers and your own
interpretation for the other colors. You can also choose what size blocks you want to make.

Cutting Directions
Cutting directions for each block:
For Star Points, you will need:
4 white squares
4 different color squares, cut in half on the diagonal OR scraps to make the points.
1 center color square (your choice)
For Rays, you will need:
2 white squares
2 yellow squares
8 -1.5” strips, length depending on block size (3.5”, 4.5”, 5.5”)
miscellaneous white scraps

Sew Block: Cut Center Square & Make 4 “Star Point” squares
How to Sew Each Block:
1. Sew seams using a scant ¼” seam allowance.
2. Choose one color for center square; cut to size
3. Make 4 “Star Point” squares: For each Star Point square, you will need one
white square and two different colors of scraps (or two triangles cut from squares).
Position first scrap so it lays at an angle across the white square, with one end of
scrap near the center of the square, the other angled to the adjacent side. Flip scrap so
you are sewing right sides together.
Sew the two pieces right sides together, making sure the color scrap will overlap
the white square after it’s sewn, so it can be trimmed to size.

Make 4 “Star Point” squares
Trim away extra fabric from seam allowance, leaving a ¼” seam allowance. Press toward
the color point fabric.

Repeat with a different color scrap, overlapping the first point so there will be at least a ¼”
seam. Depending on where you improvisationally sew the color scraps your stars will be
wonky, rather than symmetrical. Again, ensure the color scraps will overlap the white
square so it can be trimmed to size.
Make 4 of these Star Points.

Make 4 “Ray” squares
4.

Make 4 “Ray” squares:

Make 4 HSTs (Half square triangles):
Pair a yellow square on top of a white square. Draw a
diagonal line corner to corner. Stitch a scant ¼” on either side
of the line. Cut along the line. Press open, to the yellow side.
This will yield 2 HSTs. Do this twice, for a total of 4 HSTs. (No
need to trim just yet)
Take a scrap of white and angle it across the yellow triangle,
overlapping yellow by at least a ¼” or more at the top, and
somewhere along the bottom yellow side. Play around with
the placement for a wider or narrower “ray.” With right sides
together, stitch white scrap to the yellow triangle.

Make 4 “Ray” squares
Trim extra seam allowance; open and press.
Trim to a square.
It will be smaller than the final size—don’t worry!

Sew on additional 1.5” strips at right angles to each of the inside sides of the ray square. Before
sewing, lay out your rays to make sure the orientation is correct. The two white strips will be sewn
to face the center square. Press toward strips. Trim so the squares are the size needed for the block.

Sew rows together
5. Lay out your blocks in three rows, as shown. Sew the blocks together in rows.
Press the seams in the top and bottom rows out toward the rays.
Press the center row seams toward the center. Seams should now nest
together; pin, matching seams. Sew rows together. Press final row seams open.
Voila! You have made a lovely Wonky Star!

